
Raptile, Bario
Hehe!!-Rebel Music,Hehe!!,Labba,Hehe!!Rapzilla,-Monstablokaz,Rebel Music, Flipmode... Holla Back Productions, my man DJ Polique,right!!! Jeeeahh! Chorus: It's love and hate in the Barrio Sunshine and Rain in the Barrio Come and feel the pain in the Barrio Throw it up,keep rappin' ya Barrio Whatch ya back when you steppin' in the Barrio some got guns on their waste in the Barrio Come and feel the pain in the Barrio Throw it up, keep rappin' ya Barrio It's the drugs,the pain, the struggle,the rain the fear,the cries,the tears in your eyes the fact,reality check,we warned you the next generation's waiting on streetscorners you make a move, and this system's gonna stop you quickly from doing good, till you back on the block they say what i'm saying sounds like i'm really,silly but our kids walking with ''nine,milli,millis'' this world's cursed,and,them words emergin' it's getting worst,and,worst,and every person's searchin' for work,the perfect,way,making living worth it but shit means nothing like love without trust nah,it means nothing,cause they don't care as long as they on the top,they won't share so all we got is us i believe in the love of my peeps,in god we trust Chorus From 1245 to 645 16 bottles of cris i wanna bang aguilera and French Kiss Missy I'm up in it,in new york minute she's cooking me t-bine steaks and eggs with it wanna know what i got in that room couple of bars,couple of shrooms and some weed,that shits for hallucination,a gangsta bitch who walks around naked just in case a bitch can't really make it(bye mami) that's the way we roll i buy the party ant take it home like diddy,i plan to sit on zillies,i throw it back and roll up a phillie cause my flow is silly,you feel me doe? the fatman ain't eyin' the fatman is buyin'... Chorus(2x)
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